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Q&A

QUESTION 1: Question for Tony Brook: Does Spin do its own manufacturing for the books?
If not, then how are orders handled? Are they bunched up to reduce cost or are there other
mechanisms?

ANSWER: The manufacture of books is an expensive and very technical process, we use
specialist printers to make our books. Our books are incredibly time consuming to make too -
they can take 2 years (and even longer sometimes) from concept to creation, so they are
sent to print individually.

QUESTION 2: What advice would you give to someone wanting to start out in publishing? Is
any particular experience or knowledge required? Specifically if they have a concept for self
publishing small press literary work.

ANSWER: We began small and relatively inexpensive, with newspaper format publications
and grew from there. Setting a budget to design gives you a good starting point. We also sell
most of our books online and through selected bookshops that we trust. Adding a shop
capability on your website gives you independence on sales. We also fulfilled the orders
ourselves at first then as sales grew we hired a specialist company for fulfilment

QUESTION 3: Question for Gary Clough: Is each page so beautifully curated? And what is
the process of creating each page with such perfection? Also, what are your notions on
using digital sketchbooks?

ANSWER: Curation is a key element in my approach to the sketchbook, I work on numerous
pages at any one time, often setting out initial grids or frameworks which act as speculative
spaces. Through continual review and re-visitation the pages develop and evolve akin to the
incremental nature of how physical spaces are populated, adapted and effected through
different periods and or by occupants and users. In many ways this is a digital and not an
analogue approach whether pen and paper or screen and keyboard the essence is a live
research platform.

QUESTION 4: Question to Tony: I work in the classical music world and I am ironically
always asked by clients to offer a rather conventional approach to design. Would you have
any specific advice to encourage clients to trust the power of a more experimental design?

ANSWER: We are currently working on a project that will (we hope), make a big impact in
this regard - the classical music world is way behind the curve as far as design is concerned
and there really is no good reason for it. As far as encouraging your clients goes, have a
face to face conversation and create a mood board of the kind of work that you think they
should be making - hopefully that will inspire them.

QUESTION 5: Question for Tony Brook: What were the steps between self-initiated work and
being contacted by Diesel. Did you publish the works posted online, how did you spread the
word?



ANSWER: We made a self-initiated project based on the concept of ‘SPIN’ that allowed us
to explore ideas we had around motion and interactivity. We shared this with Creative
Review (which was just a physical magazine in those days, there was no online), and Diesel
saw it and gave us a call.

QUESTION 6: When viewing portfolios, do you like to see the progression of the designer or
more of their latest work completed?

ANSWER: Personally I like to see a blend of highly finished and looser experimental work,
process can be part of this but creative attitude and ability are the leading factors. A variety
of digital skills are very important for SPIN (and most studios tbh), especially motion.

QUESTION 7: Question for Tony Brook: What is your process for expressing a
narrative/story through individual pieces of work? And does this process for attaining this
objective change or should there be a focus on creating a criteria which provides a structure
to answer the right question/work more efficiently as a firm?

ANSWER: Are you referring to designing books? I work in collaboration with Adrian
Shaugnessy who is the editorial director of Unit Editions on the structure of the book. But
visually my responses are bespoke, depending on the content and the possibilities inherent
in it. On a general note, I try to avoid making a Karaoke or pastiche version of the subject of
the book. But try to make a fresh and contemporary response - I see us as making books
that give our subjects a new lease of life, that is my intention anyway. Narratives also feature
in our broader design work, locating the story and the intention of a particular project is the
key to how we approach the visual language. Again there is no recipe for how we do this -
you have to keep your ears open for the clues that allow you the best opportunity for a
creative response.

QUESTION 8: Sketchbook seems to be an integral part of the process but I always struggle
with sketching. How do I break out of this block?

ANSWER: I’m not sure this was for me (Tony) but I would try to loosen up and think more of
scribbling rather than sketching at least initially - takes the pressure off (it works for me).


